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Work of art:

Bavarian Motor Works, aka BMW, cars are famous all over the world for their exceptional style and
performance. . bmw floor mats is a brand that is famous for its innovation, dedication, and
determination, and proven to be one of the symbols of art for its unique exteriors. They have great
designs and its interiors are meticulously detailed showing its individuality and originality amongst all
other cars.

Functions of the floor mats:

In the interiors of the car besides the steering wheel, gauges and switches, a common accessory is
the floor mat. These are where the shoes are placed after one gets into the car. Often these shoes
are dirty after being placed on mud, wet floor and sand. This makes the interiors of the car dirty as
well..

Designs:

There are plenty of designs for floor mats of which some are waterproof, others are waxed and
many other designs  for all types of weather.

Types of BMW Floor Mats:

â€¢	All weather floor mats: These are made of natural, pliable heavy duty rubber and come in various
colors to complement any vehicle interior. They have deeply sculpted channels to trap water, road
salt, mud and sand. It is designed with anti skid ridges to prevent shifting inside the vehicle. It does
not curl, crack or harden in sub zero weather. It can hold up to 1 to Â½ quarts of water without
spilling.

â€¢	Molded plastic floor mats: These are made of high density material which allows  rigid core of
strength while offering surface friction to the carpet. Its advanced surfacing minimizes fluid
movement and allows fluid to be removed easily. They accurately and completely line the interior
carpet.

â€¢	Invisible floor mats: These can be placed over the original floor mats intended as a protective
cover and not change the look of the car.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a bmw floor mats, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a jeep floor mats!
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